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Investigating a qubit candidate: Spectroscopy on theS1/2 to D5/2 transition of a trapped calcium
ion in a linear Paul trap

H. C. Nägerl,* Ch. Roos, D. Leibfried, H. Rohde, G. Thalhammer, J. Eschner, F. Schmidt-Kaler, and R. Blatt
Institut für Experimentalphysik, Universita¨t Innsbruck, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria

~Received 22 June 1999; published 7 January 2000!

A single 40Ca1 ion is confined in a linear Paul trap and Doppler-cooled on theS1/2 to P1/2 dipole transition.
Then the narrow quadrupoleS1/2 to D5/2 transition at 729 nm is probed. The observed spectrum is interpreted
in terms of the Zeeman substructure superimposed with oscillation sidebands due to the harmonic motion in the
trap. The height of the motional sidebands provides a sensitive method to determine the ion’s temperature and
thus allows us to test sub-Doppler laser cooling schemes needed for quantum state preparation and quantum
computation. We also observe the dynamics induced by Rabi oscillations on a carrier transition and interpret it
in terms of the thermal state which is reached after Doppler cooling.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 03.67.Lx, 42.50.Lc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear strings of ions confined in a radio-frequency P
trap have recently been proposed by Cirac and Zoller
serve as the quantum register of a quantum computer~QC!
@1#. In principle, the same features that make trapped i
prime candidates for atomic frequency standards also pr
ise to fulfill the stringent requirements associated with p
cessing of quantum information: Coherent evolution and
herent control of the interaction between the quantum
~qubits! in the register, high-efficiency readout of the reg
ter, and isolation from the environment. The ion trap QC a
has no fundamental scaling limits in contrast to the nucl
magnetic resonance approach@2#. In a linear ion trap, the
qubits are implemented by the ions’ internal electronic sta
while qubit interactions~quantum gates! are mediated by the
mutual Coulomb repulsion of the ions. For small amplitud
this interaction leads to harmonic oscillatory motion ofN
ions along all principal axes of the trap that can be descri
by 3N normal modes@3#. A major requirement for using the
oscillatory motion along the symmetry axis of the linear tr
as the ‘‘quantum bus’’@4# is the ability to cool one of the
normal modes along this axis to its ground stateun50&,
where n denotes the motional quantum number. Toget
with standard optical pumping into a given electronic sta
this initializes the quantum register before a quantum co
putation can be carried out. The actual computation acc
ing to the Cirac/Zoller scheme then requires the ability
address the ions in the string individually in order to imp
ment quantum logic gates on one~e.g., a phase shift! or two
~e.g., a controlled-NOT gate! ions. Cirac and Zoller have
proposed to use tightly focused laser beams addresse
each ion in the string. This technique has recently been
vestigated experimentally in our group@5#.

So far, one and two9Be1 ions have been trapped an
laser-cooled to the ground state using a conventional P

*Present address: Department of Physics~12-33!, California Insti-
tute of Technology, 1200 E. California Blvd., Pasadena, CA 911
Electronic address: hcn@caltech.edu
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trap @6,7#. Elementary logic gates have been performed o
single ion by using two internal states as one qubit and
two lowest states of a mode of oscillation@8# as the other
qubit. For this proof-of-principle experiment, no individu
addressing was required. Deterministic entanglement of
ions was achieved@9# by differentially displacing the ions
from the trap center with the help of additional dc potentia
Thus the interaction strength with a laser beam directed
both ions was tuned by varying the relative amount of m
cromotion experienced by the displaced ions. Scaling
technique to more than two ions is possible in principle b
would require a special trap design@10#.

In this paper we report on high-resolution spectroscopy
the narrowS1/2-D5/2 quadrupole transition of a single ca
cium ion in a linear trap with a fractional resolution o
Dn/n52.5310212. This transition at a wavelength of 72
nm is a possible candidate for a qubit transition with a c
tain Zeeman sublevel of theS1/2 manifold as the ground stat
and another Zeeman sublevel of theD5/2 manifold ~lifetime
'1 s! as the excited state. The reason for using calcium
the candidate ion is given by the fact that all relevant opti
transitions can be excited by readily available solid-state
ser sources, in particular by diode and frequency-doub
diode lasers@4#. The lifetime of '1 s is long enough to
allow for a hundred or more gate operations~given a typical
Rabi frequency of 50 kHz! and thus presently does not im
pose any limit on the coherence time in contrast to ot
decoherence mechanisms such as heating in the trap,
frequency and intensity fluctuations, magnetic field fluctu
tions, etc. In fact, an even longer lifetime of theD5/2 mani-
fold would imply smaller matrix elements and thus wou
require higher laser power to drive theS1/2-D5/2 transition.
High cooling rates for sideband laser cooling on theS1/2-D5/2
transition can be achieved by ‘‘quenching’’ theD5/2 mani-
fold with the help of a laser at 854 nm. Another reason
choosing calcium is given by the fact that quantum shelv
involving theD5/2 manifold allows for 99.9% or higher reg
ister readout. Thus, calcium appears to be a good com
mise ion in view of laser sources, coherence times, and t
ping parameters. As will be discussed below, our trap w
designed to allow for individual ion addressing with a tight
.

©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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focused laser beam. This was achieved at the cost of r
tively low motional frequencies along the trap axis,
Doppler-cooling does not place the ion in the Lamb-Dic
regime in which the ion is localized to much better than
wavelength of the laser light. In this case, higher-order D
pler sidebands due to the oscillatory motion along the t
axis are not efficiently suppressed and therefore show u
our recorded spectra. From the envelope of these sideb
we infer an upper bound of about 5.5 mK for the ion’s te
perature, about 10 times the Doppler limit. In future expe
ments this ability to determine the ion’s temperature w
allow for the evaluation of more sophisticated cooling tec
niques needed to reach the ground state in the trap. Addit
ally, we have excited the ion on the carrier of the quadrup
transition in order to drive Rabi oscillations. The resulti
rapid collapse of the excitation probability to its steady-st
value of 0.5 can consistently be explained by a thermal
tribution over the motional states that corresponds
3.3 mK, similar to the final temperature extracted from t
sideband envelope, and thus may serve as an additiona
to estimate the ion’s temperature.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we presen
brief overview of the experiment. Section III is devoted
the absorption spectra as measured on the quadrupole tr
tion. Section IV presents the results for excitation on
carrier for varying pulse lengths~Rabi oscillations!. Finally,
Sec. V gives a discussion of the results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The choice of electrode dimensions and voltages in
trap was guided by the requirement to address the ions
tightly focused laser beams. This technique becomes fea
if the inter-ion spacingDz is large compared to the 1/e2

radiusw0 at the focus, and thus poses an upper limit on
axial oscillation frequencyvz52pnz in the trap. For the
inner ions which are at closest spacing, the inter-ion dista
is given to a good approximation byDz52zsN

20.57, with
zs5(q2/4pe0Mvz

2)1/3 @3,4,11#. Here, N is the number of
ions andM is the ion’s mass. ForN510 calcium ions,Dz
59.1 mm for nz5135 kHz and Dz52.4 mm for nz
51 MHz. Even though it is theoretically possible to focus
laser beam down to the wavelength of the light, practi
tight focusing is limited by deficiencies of the optics a
vacuum windows and the additional requirement to keep
beam pointing stable to the same extent. Thus, an axial
cillation frequency much above 1 MHz does not seem ad
able for calcium.

In light of the discussion above, we have constructe
linear ion trap for Ca1 ions @11# with a typical axial oscilla-
tion frequencynz of 135 kHz~see Fig. 1! to assure individual
addressing with a laser beam at 729 nm that has a 1/e2 radius
of w0<6 mm @5#. The inter-ion spacing of 7 –20mm ~de-
pending on the number of ions! is such that the ions ca
easily be resolved in their fluorescence at 397 nm on
intensified CCD camera using a lens which allows for a re
lution of '4 mm ~see Fig. 2!. The radial oscillation fre-
quencyn r , controlled by the voltage on the quadrupole ele
trodes, can be tuned to values between 1.0 and 2.0 M
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This assures that up to 16–36 ions crystallize in a lin
string before more complex two- or three-dimensional str
tures are formed. In a typical experimental run, a small nu
ber of Ca1 ions is stored in the linear trap@11# which is
housed in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber at a pressure
about 5310210 mbar. The ions are Doppler-cooled on th
dipole-allowedS1/2-P1/2 transition at 397 nm with a Ti:sap
phire laser~for a level scheme, see the inset in Fig. 1!. A
diode laser at 866 nm is needed to repump the ions a
decay into theD3/2 state manifold. A second diode laser

FIG. 1. Electrode configuration for the linear trap.A: Trap axis.
In the center of the trap, the inter-ion spacing is exaggeratedB:
Quadrupole electrodes.C: Ring electrode.R: Distance from trap
center to quadrupole electrodes. Voltages at dc (U1 and U2) are
applied to the ring electrodes. The radio-frequency voltageU is
applied to two diagonally connected quadrupole electrodes;
other two are grounded. Inset: Level scheme for Ca1.

FIG. 2. Ion strings as seen on the intensified CCD camera w
a resolution of 4 mm for an exposure time of 1 s. The magnific
tion is 20-fold.
5-2
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INVESTIGATING A QUBIT CANDIDATE: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 023405
854 nm is used to clear out theD5/2 state manifold. The
fluorescence at 397 nm is collected onto a photomultip
~PMT! ~typical maximum count rate of 10 kHz per ion! for
quantitative analysis and onto the intensified CCD for mo
toring purposes. The laser light to drive theS1/2-D5/2 quad-
rupole transition at 729 nm is generated by a highly sta
Ti:sapphire laser which is locked onto a high-finesse ca
(finesse5230 000) contained in a temperature-stabiliz
vacuum tank. The mirrors for this cavity are optically co
tacted to a spacer made of ULE~Corning, length 20 cm! to
reduce the drift of the cavity resonance. The laser can
scanned by a broadband acousto-optical modulator~AOM, 3
dB tuning bandwidth 225 MHz! used in double pass. From
the spectra to be shown below, we infer a linewidth of 1 k
or less over a time interval of a few minutes. The light at 7
nm is directed towards the ions with an angle of 22.5° w
respect to the trap axis.

III. ABSORPTION SPECTRA ON THE QUADRUPOLE
TRANSITION

Even for a single ion, the absorption spectra on
S1/2-D5/2 quadrupole transition observed in our trap are fai
complex. The reason lies in the multitude of sidebands wh
appears in the case of a single ion at temperatures nea
above the Doppler limit for the given radial and axial osc
lation frequencies. As will be shown later, a single ion abo
the Doppler limit can produce so many sidebands tha
becomes time consuming to spectrally resolve these r
nances and to identify the carrier. This situation is agg
vated for two or more ions, since additional normal modes
motion produce even more spectral lines making the spe
difficult to interpret. Thus, for the present trap paramete
spectroscopy on more than one ion is only reasonable if t
peratures can be reduced to or below the Doppler limit. H
we restrict our attention to the single ion case.

A. Pulsed spectroscopy

Absorption spectra of single ions are usually recorded
employing the quantum jump technique@12#: The transition
is first excited for a fixed timet at a given detuningd. Then,
laser light at 397 nm applied to theS1/2 to P1/2 transition
allows us to discriminate between theS1/2 and theD5/2 states.
Repeating this cycle many times yields the absorption pr
ability. Varyingd then gives the absorption spectrum. Figu
3 shows a typical sequence for the laser pulses used to i
rogate the quadrupole transition.

During the first part of the sequence~2 ms!, the ion is
Doppler-cooled and then prepared in theS1/2(mJ5 1

2 ) Zee-
man sublevel by a pulse of circularly polarized light deno
by 397 s. Simultaneously, the laser at 854 nm is used
depopulate in theD5/2 level if this has been excited by ligh
at 729 nm in the previous cycle. Then the ion is driven at 7
nm ~up to 1 ms!. During this time, all other lasers are sh
off. Afterwards, the ion is interrogated~2 ms! while counting
fluorescence with the PMT. Typically, we count 12 to
photons per ion during that time in addition to an average
two photons of dark counts and stray light. This allows us
02340
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discriminate between ON and OFF, i.e., to decide whet
the ion has been in theS1/2 or in theD5/2 state@13#. In order
to get a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, the pulse sequenc
repeated at least 100 times. Then one of the parameters
to the next value, e.g., for an absorption spectrum the
quency for the laser at 729 nm is stepped. Instead of incr
ing the number of experiments at one step, it is also poss
to repeat the entire scan a few times for a better signal
noise ratio. With this procedure, drifts of the laser freque
cies with respect to the transition lead to shifts of the re
nances from scan to scan. The drift has been impro
recently to<5 Hz/s.

It should be noted that the quadrupole transition is hig
sensitive to magnetic field fluctuations given our curre
resolution. Since most of these fluctuations~on the order 1 to
10 mG! are due to magnetic fields stemming from pow
lines and transformers in the laboratory, it is advisable
carry out the interrogation at 729 nm at a fixed phase w
respect to the line phase. On the other hand, a major dr
back is given by the extra time it takes to carry out ea
experiment. With line triggering, each experiment takes
ms. Without line triggering, we have been able to reduce
time per experiment to 2 ms for optimum laser paramete
In the future we plan to use passive magnetic shielding
active magnetic-field compensation in order to carry out
periments without the need to use line triggering.

B. Zeeman components

In the presence of a magnetic field, the quadrupole tr
sition splits into 10 components which can be excited
appropriately choosing the direction of the magnetic fie
and the polarization of the laser light. In order to spectra
resolve the Zeeman components of the quadrupole transi
we typically apply a magnetic field of about 3–6 G. Th
results in a spread of the entire Zeeman spectrum ac

FIG. 3. Typical pulse sequence for excitation at 729 nm on
S1/2 to D5/2 transition. Each experiment takes 5 ms. This sequenc
repeated 100 times. Then one of the parameters~detuning or pulse
duration at 729 nm! is stepped to the next value.
5-3
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H. C. NÄGERL et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 023405
20–50 MHz and assures that strong motional sideband
neighboring Zeeman lines do not overlap significantly. F
ures 4~a! and 4~b! show the expected Zeeman spectrum fo
specific geometry: Wave-vector directionk729, magnetic-
field directionB, and polarizationE729 are mutually perpen-
dicular to each other. The transitions excited in this geome
are shown in black, all other lines in gray. Figure 4~b! shows
the expected spectrum when only themJ51/2 Zeeman sub-
level of theS1/2 ground state is initially populated by apply
ing a circularly polarized beam at 397 nm parallel to t
magnetic-field direction prior to excitation at 729 nm. Fi
ures 4~c! and 4~d! show two experimental Zeeman spec
for the same configuration,~c! without prior optical pumping
at 397 nm and~d! with optical pumping. For these spect
the power of the 729 nm laser was adjusted so that the st
gest lines are not saturated. Therefore, the line heigh
roughly proportional to the transition probability. Figure 4~c!
shows that without optical pumping, the Zeeman levels
the ground state are approximately equally populated.

These spectra are not straightforward to record becau
a closer look, each Zeeman component is subdivided
many narrow axial oscillation sidebands. Thus, a lo
resolution scan~i.e., with a coarse step width such as 8
kHz as in Fig. 4! with a narrow bandwidth laser can result
strange spectra because of insufficient sampling of the m
subcomponents. If high resolution is not necessary, one
artificially broaden the resonances so that they appear

FIG. 4. ~a! and~b! Zeeman spectra for the configurationB'k729

andB'E729. In ~a! and~b!, the expected lines are shown in blac
all other lines are in gray. The frequency axis is in units of Boh
magneton (u.1.4 MHz/G). The height of the lines represents t
relative line strengths as given by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficie
~a! Equal occupation of theS1/2 Zeeman sublevelsmJ52

1
2 and

mJ51
1
2 . ~b! With optical pumping into themJ511/2 level. ~c!

and ~d! Experimental Zeeman components for one ion. Shown
the probability for the excited state as a function of the laser de
ing at 729 nm. In~d!, thes1 beam at 397 nm was used to prepa
themJ511/2 level. In~c!, this beam was not used to show all fo
possible transitions for the configurationB'k729 andB'E729.
02340
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voluted into a single broad line. For the scans in Fig. 4,
broadening was caused by ambient ac magnetic fields.

C. Sideband spectrum

Before we present high-resolution scans of one of
Zeeman components, we would like to discuss the theor
cally expected spectrum. Figure 5~a! shows the sideband
spectrum of one of the Zeeman components of theS1/2-D5/2
line. It is assumed that the ion is cooled to the Doppler lim
of the dipoleS1/2-P1/2 transition (T.0.5 mK, correspond-
ing to a mean radial oscillation quantum numbern̄r57 and a
mean axial oscillation quantum numbern̄z577 for the trap
frequenciesn r51.39 MHz andnz5135 kHz). Below satu-
ration, the envelope of the axial sidebands is given by
usual Gaussian pertaining to Doppler broadening@cf. Eq.
~46! in @14##. The total numberSof axial sidebands spannin

the FWHM width is given byS54Alog(2)An̄zhz.7, where
hz'0.25 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter for our trap. The
dial sidebands have additional sidebands at the axial osc
tion frequency stemming from transitions where two m
tional quanta along different axes are exchanged~second-
order mixed sidebands!. Temperatures at the Doppler limit o
the S1/2-P1/2 transition can only be achieved if the laser f
Doppler cooling at 397 nm does not saturate the ion and

ts.

s
n-

FIG. 5. ~a! Expected sideband spectrum of theS1/2(mJ5
1
2 ) to

D5/2(mJ5
5
2 ) Zeeman line for one ion below saturation at the Do

pler limit. Shown is the absorption probability in arbitrary units as
function of the laser detuning at 729 nm. TemperatureT
50.5 mK; oscillation frequencies nz5135 kHz and n r

51.39 MHz. The height of the small radial sidebands is exagg
ated by a factor of 10 compared to the carrier.~b!–~e! Assembling
the sideband spectrum above the Doppler limit atT54 mK ~below
saturation!. Same parameters as in~a!. Magnetic fieldB55.36 G.
~b! Zeeman line with axial oscillation sidebands.~c! Only radial
sidebands with axial subcomponents.~d! Neighboring Zeeman
components with axial and radial sidebands. The height of th
components is exaggerated; see text. In plot~e! the plots~b!, ~c! and
~d! are put together.
5-4
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INVESTIGATING A QUBIT CANDIDATE: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 023405
is detuned half the natural linewidth below resonance@15#.
Any power broadening will increase the minimum attaina
temperature. In our experiments, we had to make use
power broadening because cooling on unsaturated transi
was too sensitive to laser frequency drifts present in
setup at that time. Therefore, in a typical experiment
ion’s temperature is expected to be somewhat above
Doppler limit if no additional cooling mechanism is applie
Figures 5~b!–5~d! show a decomposition of the expecte
sideband spectrum~e! at T54 mK of the S1/2(mJ51/2)
2D5/2(mJ55/2) Zeeman line fornz5135 kHz and n r
51.39 MHz. One expects approximately 20 axial sideba
~FWHM! to the carrier. The radial sidebands~together with
their axial 2nd order mixed sidebands! can clearly be seen
They are responsible for extra resonances near the ca
The neighboring Zeeman components have also been
cluded~see Fig. 4!, although their height is put at an arbitra
value with respect to the main line. In a real scan, th
appearance depends on imperfections in laser polariza
and optical pumping, and also on saturation. The entire s
trum thus looks like the overlap of several combs. Ea
comb is given by a center line with sidebands at the a
oscillation frequency. The width of each comb is given
the ion temperature~Doppler width below saturation!, and
the spacing between the combs is given by the radial os
lation frequency and the Zeeman splittings.

Figure 6~a! shows an experimental scan of theS1/2(mJ
51/2)-D5/2(mJ55/2) Zeeman line. The scan shows mo
than 30 axial oscillation sidebands. In order to clearly
solve all sidebands, the experiment was line triggered
total, 4400 data points at a step width of 1 kHz were tak
corresponding to an overall acquisition time of nearly 3 h for
100 experiments per frequency step. This step width is
too large given the width of each individual resonance (Dn
.3 kHz). The height of the resonances thus acquires
additional error of approximately 0.1. Another source of
ror affecting the height of the resonances is given by pro
tion noise@16#. At the peak of the main resonances where
excitation probability isPex.0.5, this error~for N5100 ex-
periments! is given bys5APex(12Pex)/AN.0.05.

Note that many peaks reach up to 0.5 or even above
Hence, the scan was not taken in the low-power regi
Saturation effects therefore have to be taken into acco
when one tries to deduce a temperature from the envelop
the peaks. From the width of the envelope of the main co
we can deriveT59(3) mK as anupper limit for the ion’s
temperature. Taking the saturation of the stronger spec
lines into account, we expect the actual temperature to
smaller by at least a factor of 2.

A major problem with recording such a long scan is t
drift of the lasers at 397, 854, and 866 nm during the reco
ing time since the lasers are locked to independent cav
and not to any atomic or molecular transition lines. T
problem of laser drift has been solved recently by constru
ing more stable reference cavities housed in vacuum ch
bers for improved isolation from the environment that
duces the drift during data recording below 1 MHz.

The full sideband spectrum of a single ion is shown
Fig. 6~a!. The central part of this spectrum is shown in Fig
02340
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6~b! and 6~c!. This is the region where the carrier of th
transition is expected, although in this particular case we
not identify the carrier. How this can be done is described
the next subsection. In Fig. 6~b!, one can clearly see tha
there are main resonances~the ‘‘main comb’’! spaced at the
axial oscillation frequencynz5138.0(1) kHz ~as deter-
mined from the spectrum! flanked by smaller resonance
These smaller resonances are axial sidebands to the firs
per and lower radial sideband~the upper and lower ‘‘side
combs’’!. With a rough value of the radial oscillation fre
quency (.1.4 MHz), we can use the frequency spacing b
tween the different combs to deduce a more precise value
n r51.390(2) MHz. Obviously, it is tremendously time con
suming and therefore not very practical to determine
ion’s temperature from a full spectrum such as the o
shown in Fig. 6. For determining the envelope of the m
comb, it suffices to record only selected resonances wh
belong to this comb and to disregard all frequencies in
tween. A scan recorded this way is shown in Fig. 7, wh
only every fourth sideband is probed. The resolution of t
spectrum is slightly insufficient because each sideband
consists of too few points~see inset!, so that a height can
only be given with a non-negligible error. This spectrum w

FIG. 6. ~a! Experimental sideband spectrum of theS1/2(mJ

5
1
2 ) to D5/2(mJ5

5
2 ) Zeeman line for one ion. nz

5138.0(1) kHz. The step width is 1 kHz. The data points a
detuning near20.8 MHz show enhanced noise because the
pumping laser at 866 nm drifted off resonance. See text.~b! and~c!
Central part of ~a! where the carrier of theS1/2(mJ5

1
2 ) to

D5/2(mJ5
5
2 ) Zeeman line is expected.~b! Main comb with the first

upper and lower side combs. The upper side comb gradually
creases from left to right in agreement with the fact that its ma
mum should be atDn51.39 MHz from the carrier. The same ap
plies to the lower side comb withDn521.39 MHz. ~c! Center of
the top plot with presumed carrier.
5-5
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FIG. 7. Experimental sideband spectru
where every fourth sideband is recorded. T
sidebands appear asd peaks, but, as shown in th
inset for the central peak, each sideband cons
of approximately four data points~FWHM!. The
height for most peaks is given by only a sing
data point, so that the ion temperature can only
inferred with a large error. The step width is 50
Hz.
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taken in a significantly reduced time~approximately 10 min!
as compared to the one in Fig. 6. On the other hand, to as
that the scanned regions coincide with particular sideba
requires a precise knowledge of the sideband spacing f
previous measurements. Assuming no power broadening
temperature deduced from this spectrum isT55.5(6) mK.

Figure 8 shows the resolution that can be achieved w
line triggering is used with an optimal choice of phase. T
width of the carrier resonance is 1 kHz, corresponding t
resolution of better thanDn/n52.5310212. Other phases
can result in resonances which are at least a factor 2 bro
because of higher magnetic-field fluctuations in the dura
of the probe pulse at 729 nm triggered at these partic
phases. At this resolution, other effects also become sig

FIG. 8. Carrier transition of theS1/2(mJ5
1
2 ) to D5/2(mJ5

5
2 )

transition recorded with line triggering~one ion!. The laser power at
729 nm was reduced to 2mW into a 40 mm waist to avoid power
broadening. The pulse length at 729 nm is 1.5 ms. Each point
responds to 100 experiments. Laser frequency drift at 729 nm
corrected by scanning also in the opposite direction. The Lorent
fit to the data yields a 1 kHzlinewidth, corresponding to a fractiona
resolution ofDn/n52.5310212.
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cant, for example the drift of the laser at 729 nm with resp
to the resonance during data acquisition. The power was
low saturation at 2mW into a 40 mm waist.

For comparison, Fig. 9 shows two scans of theS1/2(mJ

51/2)-D5/2(mJ55/2) Zeeman transition without line trig
gering. We observe that the resolution is limited to about
kHz in this case. For the two upper plots, by choosing
appropriate rf voltage on the quadrupole electrodes, the
dial frequency was tuned to separate the carrier and ra
combs. The almost coinciding radial combs produce
small and broader resonances midway between the ca
comb resonances. For the two lower plots, the radial

r-
as
n

FIG. 9. Spectroscopy without line triggering. The resolution
limited to about 15 kHz.~a! and ~b! ~detail!: The upper and lower
side combs overlap to produce peaks midway between the r
nances of the main comb.~c! and ~d! ~detail!: Upper, lower, and
main comb overlap significantly to produce broad resonances.
5-6
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quency was chosen so that radial and carrier combs c
cided.

Spectroscopy without line triggering is useful when
quick overview of the entire spectrum is needed. The du
tion of the pulse length can be reduced by a factor of
compared to line-triggered data acquisition. In addition,
cause of broader resonances, fewer data points suffic
sample all components faithfully. Together this results
data acquisition which is about 50 times faster.

D. Finding the carrier

With so many sidebands present, it is not possible to
ambiguously identify the carrier of the transition by inspe
tion of one spectrum alone. A relatively simple way to d
termine the carrier is to vary the axial oscillation frequen
nz by changing the voltage on the ring electrodes of the t
by about 10%. This gives a comparable change in axial
cillation frequency. The carrier transition frequency is n
affected by this change and therefore the carrier will show
at the same detuning, irrespective of the ring voltage, in
successive scans~except for the drift caused by varying ma
netic fields and drifting reference cavity!. On the other hand
as can be seen from Fig. 10, all sidebands move with res
to the carrier. The change in detuning is proportional to
sideband order so the spectrum is ‘‘stretched’’ symmetrica
around the carrier for increased ring voltage. For the t
scans shown, line triggering was not used to allow for f
data acquisition. In order to avoid the additional resonan
given by the side combs, the radial oscillation frequency w
tuned to overlap all combs, similar to the bottom plot in F
9.

E. Line broadening

As mentioned before, the application of trapped ions
quantum logic gates according to the scheme of Cirac
Zoller requires the ability to cool one of the ions’ modes
oscillation to the ground stateun&50. This can be achieved
using sideband cooling@6,17,18#. Laser cooling on the nar

FIG. 10. Shift of sidebands around carrier~one ion!. For the
solid plot, the ring voltages have been increased by about 10
resulting in an increase from 113.8 kHz to 124.1 kHz for the ax
oscillation frequencynz . No line trigger was used.
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row quadrupole transition requires some mechanism wh
reduces the lifetime of theD5/2 level to speed up the cooling
cycle and achieve reasonable cooling rates. The spec
resulting from one possible way of broadening the transit
at 729 nm is shown in Fig. 11. For this spectrum the pu
sequence of Fig. 3 is modified so that the laser at 854
irradiates the ion during the same period as the laser at
nm. The laser at 854 nm is slightly detuned from resona
on the order of 100–200 MHz so that a slight change of
detuning due to drifts has a reduced effect on the effec
linewidth of the D5/2 level induced by the additional cou
pling to theP3/2 level. The power at 854 nm was adjusted
broaden the transition at 729 nm to a linewidth of about
kHz. Increasing the power at 854 nm leads to even broa
lines, but on the other hand the excitation probability is
duced. This may be balanced by increasing the power at
nm. The spectrum shown was recorded with the maxim
power at 729 nm available in our setup at that time~about 15
mW focused down to a spot with 40-mm diameter!. For
sideband cooling it is desirable to further increase the po
at 729 nm and/or focus the beam more tightly, so that si
band cooling at 729 nm with Rabi frequencies of at least
kHz becomes possible.

IV. COHERENT DYNAMICS

As mentioned in the Introduction, a major requirement
quantum computation with cold ions is the ability to app
coherent laser pulses of certain duration to the ions. In p
ticular, for an implementation of the Cirac-Zoller controlle
NOT gate, the ability is needed to drivep/2 pulses on the
carrier andp and 2p pulses on the red sideband of the qu
transition@1#. The gate pulses are to be applied to the io
when they are either in the ground state or in the first exc
motional state of the trap. At this temperature, scans of
pulse length for excitation on the carrier or on the sideba
lead to the well-known sinusoidal Rabi oscillations of t
internal state occupation probability with generalized R

V,
l

FIG. 11. S1/2(mJ5
1
2 ) to D5/2(mJ5

5
2 ) Zeeman line broadened

by laser light at 854 nm. Top: Upper, lower, and main comb me
into one broadened comb. Bottom: Detail of the upper plot a
detuning nearDn51.2 MHz. For comparison, the unbroadene
spectrum is shown. At this detuning, the lower side comb is co
pletely suppressed.
5-7
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frequencyVn,m for m5n,n61 @19#. For higher tempera-
tures, the simple oscillations in different motional statesun&
are superimposed and lead to an apparent damping of
oscillation. To a first approximation, the excitation on th
carrier as a function of timet can be described by

Pexcited~t!5
A

2 S 12e2gt (
n50

`

Pn cos~Vn,nt!D . ~1!

In this formula,Pn are the occupation probabilities for th
statesun&, andA accounts for the occupation probability i
the Zeeman ground state. The exponential factor with
decay constantg is phenomenologically introduced to mod
decoherence such as laser and magnetic-field fluctuation
the following, it can be assumed thatg50 for the time
scales considered judging from the width of the observ
resonances such as in Fig. 8.

Figure 12 shows an experimental scan of the pulse du
tion on the carrier of the qubit transition. For this scan t
laser frequency at 729 nm was first set to the center of
carrier. Then pulsed spectroscopy was performed while
creasing the pulse length at 729 nm from 1ms to 150 ms.
The excitation probability peaks after approximately 50ms
and then levels off at a value of 0.42. This value, which do
not agree with the expected value of 0.5 forA51, is most
probably the result of imperfect state preparation in t
S1/2(mJ51/2) ground state.

Also shown is a plot of Eq.~1! with g50,hz50.25,V
52p350 kHz, andn̄z5500, i.e., assuming a thermal dis
tribution for Pn corresponding to a temperature of 3.3 m

FIG. 12. Scan of pulse duration on carrier. The excitation pro
ability collapses due to the different Rabi frequenciesVn,n . Each
point corresponds to 500 experiments. Line triggering was us
For comparison, the solid line is a plot of Eq.~1! with g50, hz

50.25, V52p350 kHz, andn̄z5500, corresponding to a tem
perature of 3.3 mK.
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This temperature is somewhat lower than the one dedu
from the envelope of the sideband comb and thus is in ag
ment with the claim that the latter temperature is an up
bound due to saturation broadening at 729 nm.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, high-resolution spectroscopy on the40Ca1

quadrupole transition was used to measure the sideb
spectrum and state dynamics of a single ion in a linear tr
Special emphasis was put onto inferring parameters that
be useful in the quest to use such a system for quan
information processing. From the sideband spectra we fo
a temperature which is about five to ten times above
Doppler limit, probably due to saturation and frequen
drifts of the lasers on the Doppler-cooling transition at 3
nm and on the repumping transition at 866 nm. This find
was corroborated by a coherent Rabi oscillation meas
ment on the carrier. By comparing the excitation probabil
with the theoretical model, we confirmed the final tempe
ture of the sideband measurements and furthermore foun
unexpected source of decoherence present in our setup.

We expect that this temperature can be reduced to
Doppler-limit by optimizing laser parameters for the lasers
397 and 866 nm. Even the Doppler limit temperature is s
much too high for the application of our trap to quantu
computation. We thus plan to further reduce the tempera
by more refined cooling techniques. In addition, the ax
trap frequencynz may be increased to about 700 kHz wit
out severely compromising on individual addressing for t
to four ions. This effectively reduces the mean motion
quantum number for a given temperature. In particular,
creasingnz will simplify both the interpretation of the ab
sorption spectra and further cooling efforts. This simplific
tion is highly desirable since different sideband com
overlap and thus make the identification of lines rather a
biguous and time consuming. Temperature measurem
which rely on scanning an entire comb can then be car
out faster. In particular, resolved sideband cooling should
much easier when the final temperature after Doppler co
ing places the ion closer to the Lamb-Dicke regime, wh
essentially only first-order sidebands are present.

Note added in proof.After submission of this manuscript
we performed further experiments with improved drift sta
lization of the Doppler-cooling lasers. This allowed us
reduce the intensity of those lasers slightly below satura
and we were able to reach the Doppler-cooling limit.
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a(X)5( j 50
n (21) j (n2 j

n1a)(Xj / j !) .
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